Prevent Ticket Fraud

- **Photo checks**
  Detect unauthorized ticket sharing. The display shows both the reference photo as well as a current photo taken of the customer at the access.
- **Prevention**
  Prevent ticket fraud by showing the screen to the customers and displaying the photo.

Exceptional Customer Service

- **Personalized salutation**
  Reinforce customer relationships by addressing your customers by name.
- **Well informed**
  Whether with a traffic light system or with plain text signals, the operator has all the information they need, allowing them more time for customer support.

Secured Revenue

- **Advertising space**
  Create advertising space partnerships, sell the space and increase your revenue.
- **Reduced ticket fraud**
  Successful reduction of ticket fraud means higher revenue for you.

Success with Advertising

- **Always in your sights**
  Whether you use a graphic or a company logo, the display ensures your message reaches its audience.
- **Targeted advertising**
  Differentiate between VIPs, children, and adult tickets. Targeted advertising is possible on request.
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‘Info Display’

The ‘Info Display’ at the access readers helps you in your daily work. Prevent ticket fraud and use it as an information display.